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PR. EFT D1 INFO PRIORITY CNA. CITE BERN 2587

REF: A BERN 2492 (IN 68312) **
     B BERN 2493 (IN 68344) ** *
     C BERN 2495 (IN 68355) ** *

1. MORNING 27 NOVEMBER MEETING HELD INANITION 20 Notebook: If destruction, cite
OFFICE WITH INANITION 20, INANITION 6, ODENY REP BERN, reasons and coordinate
ELWOOD PRESENT. RESULTS AS FOLLOWS. if appropriate.

2. I 20 STATED UNKNOWN CALLER CITED REF A FIRMLY
IDENTIFIED AS SUBJ REF B PARA 8.] GILBERT NILS ANDERSON.

   I 20 CONFIRMED ANDERSSON ALTHO BORN LAUSANNE, MARRIED TO
   SWISH WIFE, AND LONG-TIME RESIDENT LAUSANNE IS SOLEY
   SWEDISH NATIONAL AND DOES NOT ENJOY DOUBLE NATIONALITY.
   SUBJ OF INANITION ATTN FOR NUMBER OF YEARS BECAUSE HIS
   CONNECTIONS WITH ALGERIAN INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT SUISSE
   AND FRANCE. INANITION ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS CONSIDERED HIS
   EXPULSION BUT TO DATE NOT ABLE FIND FIRM LEGAL BASIS FOR
   SUCH ACTION. D: 265541

3. MONTREUX PUBLISHING HOUSE "LA CITE" WHICH ANDERSSON
    CONTROLS HANDLES PUBLICATION OF "REVOLUTION" MAGAZINE.
    TO DATE INANITION NOT ABLE PINPOINT SOURCE OF ANDERSSON

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED
Funds for personal existence and for issuance of revolution.

Inanition speculates Chicom providing money but to date no evidence from inanition coverage of chicom embers

Bern, Andersson or Gisson to support this hypothesis.

Recent info (probably from phone taps) indicates Andersson not on good terms with pro-Chinese Swiss commie group.

4. Gisson must leave Suisse prior to 15 December because aliens police have refused grant him residence permit. In answer to query re reason I-20 referred to file and stated Gisson previously considered undesirable person, now even more persona non grata.

5. Inanition review of file material re Gisson, Oswald, etc failed to reveal any indication that Gisson in recent contact with Oswald. Contact appears to date from circa 60-62 when Gisson involved in fair play for Cuba (FPCC) in States.

6. At Elmad request I-20 made quick phone check (probably with I-25) re Albert Schweitzer College, Chur-Walden cited ref C para 1. Check indicated college is regular Swiss secondary school run by clergyman who friend of Swiss attorney general Fuert and who enjoys good reputation. No inanition info re this aspect Oswald history other than that cited ref C.

7. After review various actions possible I-20 agreed take full action.
A. Continue phone coverage of Gibson and
undertake any other coverage, incl. surveillance, which
INANITION inspector handling case (probably 132) considers
feasible.

B. Inanition will provide transcripts of Gibson
phone tap in original French language soonest feasible
after conversations. Reports including transcripts and
other Inanition comments will be passed directly to
ODENVY rep who will pass copy to ELMARD and discuss contents.

C. Coverage of Andersson (which may already
include phone tap; in fact possible original tap was on
Andersson phone and Gibson tap added later) will be
intensified.

D. Inanition will try further clarify relations-
ships among Gibson, Andersson, Chicom and other persons
associated with Revolution magazine, with special attt to
any info possibly indicating any Oswald contacts not already
reported.

8. Consider results NSTCR very satisfactory. I 20
and I 6 obviously shaken by Kennedy death and pledged
all possible aid to try clarify background of assassination.
They reassured by ODENVY rep and ELMARD that none
of info passed to coyoke reps would be used as evidence.

Of appear in court records. All at meet agreed should
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BE EASY FOR ODENVY TO DEVELOP COLLATERAL INFO TO USE IN
ANY INTERVIEW WITH GIBSON.

9. QUESTION RE POSSIBLE ODENVY INTERVIEW OF GIBSON
   IN SUISSE NOT RAISED BY ODSYKE REPS OR INANITION. ODENVY
   REP HAD NOT RECEIVED ANY REPLY OR GUIDANCE FROM HIS HQS.
   AND THUS DECIDED NOT BROACH MATTER AT MEET.

17. REVIEW OF ODENVY REP FILE RE FPCC AFTER MEET
   REVEALED INFO INDICATING POSSIBLE IDENTITIES OF PERSONS
   CITED REF B PARAS 5 AND 6 AS FOLLOWS.
   
   A. "LY" POSSIBLY IDENT WITH VINCENT TED LEE,
      FORMER HEAD OF FPCC TAMPA WHO SERVED AS CHAIRMAN FPCC
      NEW YORK IN ABSENCE GIBSON.

   B. "TIBOR" POSSIBLY IDENT WITH ROBERT TABER,
      FORMER CHAIRMAN OF FPCC WHO ALLEGEDLY RESIGNED IN 62.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *DISSEMINATION APPLICABLE TO GFPLCRG-CABLES.

**Forwarded text of INANITION (5) memo concerning Richard
Thomas Gibson, who was acquainted with Oswald.

***Station comments on above memo.

****Forwarded complete text of second memo re: Lee Henry.Oswald received by
ODENVY (3) rep. Bern from INANITION (5).